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<td>One of the general problems in the modern methodology of teaching the English language is the problem of improving and modernization of teaching. The intensification of English language teaching involves the using of: modern forms and means of teaching; new methods of cognition in teaching: computers, audio, video and etc. The requirements for the modern educational process significantly exceed the using new methods of approaching the connection between teachers and learners, transforming of knowledge and ability with different methods of teaching. And all these help learners to improve their knowledge for connection in different conditions to present individual abilities. From this point of view nowadays, the main goal of teachers’ standard are not to teach the only science, but to teach of learning methods and ways. The analysis of this scientific article shows that, for learners improving innovation and modernization is the main feature of English language teaching. These methods increase the interest of teaching communication activities, the formation of listening and speaking skills on students for every foreign language teaching. As we know, many years ago, there were many problems on using of technology in education system. But nowadays, improving all kinds of technology and their using increase and all these help learners to get information on all spheres of language teaching ways, improve their thoughts on their skills and abilities. All these ways and methods take place in this article.</td>
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**Introduction.**  
Modernization and creativity process demand the using of new innovations and technologies to all areas of activity requires in the era of globalization. The globalization influenced to the all corner of the world on economy, production, public policy, has had a positive impact on education also, including in the Azerbaijani state, and favorable conditions had been created for the using of innovations. From teaching experience and observations, every researcher can conclude, that using of innovations in education significantly improves the quality of education; develops the creative abilities of teachers and students; student knowledge and develops a worldview; creates an incentive to acquire knowledge and saves time.
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Innovative methods in teaching aren't of mechanical memory, but they mean developing of thinking, the active understanding position of students, creating appropriate conditions for independent acquisition of knowledge, researching and understanding, creating problematic conditions, that promoted increasing natural learning activity.

Innovation - applying of innovations with high efficiency, human intellectual activity, discoveries, that means the result of his invention. The term "innovation" comes from the Latin word "innovatio" which means "renewal" and "improvement". And had been appeared in XIX century. This term was widely used earlier on economics, later on various fields of education, on improving education quality and its management. Creation and investigation of innovation are determined by the characteristics of various fields of science.

Today there are many modern innovations in all areas, including education. But having innovation isn’t quality yet. Efficiently using of innovation serves improving of quality.

**Material.**

Developing force of education and society of XIX century is technology innovation, computer technology. Competitiveness capabilities of country in acquiring its rich underground and surface resources the wideness of knowledge and worldview of the younger generation, their intellectual potential and especially at the general level of education depends on the widespread and effective application of innovation. It was noted in the order under the name, which was approved by the President Mr. Ilham Aliyev “State strategy for the developing of education in Azerbaijan Republic.”: “Modernization, first of all advanced technologies and management methods, created on the basis of scientific achievements is associated with the successful application of innovations in the socio-economic life of the country.”

The Developing Concept specifically notes, that innovation-based industrial developing strengthening the capacity of science and technology will be possible, only as a result of expanding educational opportunities.

As it was seen, innovation in all areas - including its application in education is the main requirement of the modern era. Innovation in education refers to the purpose, content and method of various innovations in education and application to forms, economics, organization of education and management, it is envisaged organizing joint activities of teacher and student on the basis of new knowledge, and all information is detailed in the given sources. According to researchers, the emergence of innovations in educational enterprises and its application, was mainly formed from the following needs: the emergence of information abundance; creating new enterprise-specific experiences; the result of scientific research; experiments; testing methods.

Application of innovations in education, by improving the quality of education, leads to quality assurance industry, in all spheres of the economy and human activity. Innovations in education can be implemented locally, at the country or regional level, as part of education reforms or targeted developing programs, in a centralized or initiative form of the educational institution. At this time, experimental activities can be organized as part of a pilot project. Of course, all these processes should be implemented on a legal and regulatory basis. It is known, that education is the systematization of knowledge, skills and abilities of the assimilating process and its resulting.

In this process and in achieving the result, innovative activity is the reality of the modern educational system, a requirement and a necessary condition. Innovation - that aimed to the restructuring the content of education, through the technological basis of the educational process, creating a reliable guarantee of the quality of educational services, the competitiveness of educational enterprises; reflecting in the evolution and developing of modern education, which have become a vital necessity and include broad and multifaceted initiatives and innovations; a socially and pedagogically significant renewal process, that has a positive effect on all forms and methods of teaching is the process of renovating.

Today innovation in education provided for the goal of fostering various innovations, applying of content, form and methods, economics of education, providing education in the field of organization and management and joining activities of students an organization based on new knowledge. Educational results students' knowledge level, innovation reveals the quality of education. There are many types of innovations, which obtained to education and explored theoretically in practice. Looking through this list, everybody can see their increasing and updating. Here included, the most
updated training programs, active and interactive teaching methods, inclusive education, web technologies, ICT skills, socialization of education, risk assessment, human resources, human resource management, formation of corporate culture, professional self-improvement, promotion methods and many innovations. Today one of the innovations, even one of the leading direction is the government program which connected with the ICT at secondary schools. For this purpose, providing the followings are important for teaching staff: skills in using ICT, providing teachers’ computer equipment, mastering the assessment and monitoring system, effective management of the educational system, which based on technological rules; carrying out in the education system of our society to be involved in new processes ensuring the implementation of the “Electronic School” project.

Discussion.
Nowadays innovations in English language teaching as an important factor of modernization and improvement in the world education system. And every researcher tries to explore the new modern ways for modern education system. Their methods improve and was practiced on varies educational enterprises. In this direction, the “Electronic School” has the greatest importance. According this project following achievements have got many effective results : improving school management; parent-teacher, improving of family and school connections; getting information about learners success, etc.

Conclusions.
By these researches of innovations in education, we improved the quality of education, in all spheres of the economy and human activity. Innovations in education were implemented locally, at the country or regional level, as part of education reforms or targeted developing programs, in a centralized or initiative form of the educational institution. At this time, experimental activities organized as part of a pilot project, of course, all these processes were implemented on a legal and regulatory basis.

Summary.
The use of innovation as a major factor in increasing efficiency and modernity in modern conditions, increasing efficiency and modernity can be achieved mainly through the development of innovative processes that receive final expression in new technologies, new types of competitive products. The search and use of innovation directly in the educational process is an urgent problem. By their nature, innovations include not only technical or technological developments, but also any changes for the better in all areas of scientific and production activities. And it was given all information about innovation on teaching of English language in this article.
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